Create a seamless digital document workflow that feels modern

Adobe Acrobat Sign for Government is the FedRAMP Moderate authorized version of our industry-leading digital signature and document workflow solution.

With Acrobat Sign, agencies are able to serve with greater agility and imagination—from automating document templates to supporting digital signatures and approvals—for citizens and agency employees alike.

After implementation:

- 30% of organizations saw faster transaction speeds
- 25% spent less time on compliance and regulatory reviews
- $13.50 saved per transaction when factoring in employee time saved on each transaction alongside print, scan, and fax costs
- $8.00 additionally saved per transaction when adding in documents that were also mailed or shipped
- 79% reported a reduction in errors by combining with other Adobe tools to create a seamless digital experience

Benefits reported by Acrobat Sign users serving the government:
- 68% advancing President Biden’s federal sustainability objectives
- 57% improving privacy and data management
- 52% contributing to environmental business initiatives

Find out why Adobe Acrobat Sign is both the preferred e-signature solution for Microsoft and a named Leader in Worldwide e-Signature Software in the IDC MarketScape.

Adobe Acrobat Sign for Government, a FedRAMP Moderate authorized solution, gives agencies a compliant e-signature solution that ensures the security and protection of government information.

Learn more